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Protecting Older People from the Effects of Crime

Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to outline the rationale behind the seminars, the makeup of
attendees, the key findings, agreed action plans, and individual pledges, highlighting the
success of the seminars and the work going forward.
A total of 214 professionals from fire and police services, health, local authorities, private
sector, and the voluntary sector attended five seminars held across England on ‘Protecting
Older people from the Effects of Crime’ between December 2017 and February 2018.
They were brought together with a view to network and be given the tools to make actionfocused changes, allowing opportunity to highlight the big issues and create solutions to
benefit older people in their communities.
Isolation and loneliness topped the national ‘big issues’ identified by attendees, with lack of
service resource and support, and health concerns, following closely behind. Discussions
regionally followed a similar trend, except in the Midlands where professionals assessed
that isolation and loneliness were a symptom of wider issues (e.g. resources, community
and abuse) rather than an issue in themselves.
Looking ahead, this report highlights the views and suggestions from frontline workers on
how systems could be improved, and recommends action to be implemented. The main
gaps highlighted were governance of: multi-agency work, training, funding and regulation,
information sharing, campaigns and community initiatives.
Attendees have already responded on action they have taken following the seminars. The
highlights include: introducing professionals to each other to begin joint working; pushing
to create and continue joint working mechanisms; raising awareness across local
authorities, statutory bodies and communities on issues facing older people; improvement
of working processes; introduction of new community projects; and recruitment of
‘Scambassadors’, ‘Scam Champions’ and ‘Scam Friends’ on the Friends Against Scams
scheme run by National Trading Standards.
Finally, with a view to ensuring continuing success across 2018-2019 and beyond, as well
as putting the onus on professionals to create and lead on change within their areas, there
was recognition that central government has a role. We therefore aim to conduct a six
month review of progress; and to share our learning internally and assess whether
repetition of events in the future would be successful. We have also taken this report and
findings to the Home Office Advisory Group.
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Introduction
An Ageing Population
While statistics indicate that older people are less likely to be victims of crime compared
with the general population, older people are more vulnerable to certain crime types, such
as telephone enabled fraud and doorstep crime, and older people are deemed less likely
to recover from crime after being a victim.1 These issues are going to affect more and
more of us as the makeup of the UK population changes significantly over the next 30
years with a significant projected rise in the proportion of the population aged 65 and
over.2

Longevity is certainly something to celebrate, but it may bring with it additional challenges
for families, communities and services as the population ages and life expectancy
increases, such as:


Families’ traditional responsibilities, particularly providing care for young and old,
and transferring wealth between generations, will change as the population ages
and life expectancy increases. The ageing of the population is likely to increase the
demands for informal care, which, based on current trends, will disproportionately
impact women. Increased pressures on families may impact on household
incomes.



Communities (both virtual and physical) will be increasingly crucial to the health and
wellbeing of the ageing population. Geography matters: services will need to be
sensitive to diversity and to the growing numbers of older people living in rural and
semi-rural areas. Social isolation and loneliness are significant factors in increasing
susceptibility to crime.



Services will also need to adapt to meet the needs of an increasing number of
people with long-term disability, chronic conditions and multiple health conditions.
At the same time, technology and new partnerships may help deliver innovative
solutions to tap in to the needs of an increasingly tech savvy older population.

It is crucial that in addressing these challenges and assessing how they might translate
into impacts on older people, we turn to experts who know their communities and
1

8.8% of those aged 65-74 years and 5.5% of those aged 75+ were victims of crime in the year ending
March 2016 compared with 21.4% of those aged 16-24 and 19.6% of those aged 25-34. (CSEW, 2016).
Analysis of doorstep crime by National Trading Standards National Tasking Group in England and Wales
concluded that 85% of victims were aged 65+.
2
ONS data, 2016.
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understand their needs. That is why we brought together professionals from a range of
various sectors on a regional basis to discuss the ‘big issues’ and collaborate to improve
our systems going forward.
The seminars aimed to bring together professionals from fire and police services, health,
local authorities, private sector, academia and the voluntary sector to inspire, motivate,
and give them the tools to make action-focused changes to benefit older people in their
communities. Delegates were asked to identify local and regional needs, share best
practice, and support development of professional networks in creating solutions to
prevent and protect older people from the effects of
crime.
Five seminars on ‘Protecting Older people from the
Effects of Crime’ were organised across England
covering the following regions: Manchester for the
North West on 7 December 2017, Exeter for the South
West on 14 December 2017, London for London and
the South East on 30 January 2018, Stafford for the
Midlands and East of England on 13 February 2018,
and Newcastle for the North East and Yorkshire on 22
February 2018.

_____________________
Picture - Britain Gallery
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Methodology
Aim and Objectives
The aim of the seminars was to ensure that crime faced by vulnerable older people is
better understood, and to improve working culture and capability sharing. The
objectives of the seminars were to:


gain an increased awareness of the types of crime against older people in their
regions, including “hidden crime”;



gain an awareness of all local projects, activities and initiatives in existence to help
reduce the numbers of older people being victims of these crimes, and to help
prevent older people from becoming victims of crime;



network and share best practice, along with time to explore and agree more
partnership and collaborative working to come up with real and agreed workable
solutions; and;



commit to “do something differently” as a result of attending the seminar to help
protect older people from being victims of crime within their vicinity.

Agenda
In order to meet the needs set by the objectives the agenda was separated into seven
separate sections (see Annex F: Example Agenda):


Introductions and welcome video from the Home Secretary;



Table introductions – an opportunity for attendees to introduce themselves,
attendees were asked to complete a poster with their details including organisation
aims and initiatives to support older people. These were placed around the room
and gave the opportunity for attendees to walk around the room throughout the day
to identify anybody they may want to work with;



Key note speaker – a speaker, or speakers, who discussed the real world impact of
crimes affecting older people;



Group activity – identifying and prioritising the big issues locally – an opportunity for
attendees to discuss and recognise some of the top regional issues individually and
as a group;
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Guest Speakers – a panel of professionals from a range of backgrounds spoke
about their experience and shared best practice followed by a question and answer
panel aided by Sli:do, an interactive tool for submitting questions;



Group activity – solving the local big issues through collaboration – an opportunity
for attendees to discuss and network with others to identify what can be done
collaboratively in achieving outcomes to protect and prevent older people from
crime in the local region; and



Summary of the day and agreement of next steps - attendees were asked to
complete individual pledge cards and asked to pursue actions and ideas discussed
throughout the day.

Venues
We were able to demonstrate our own commitment to the agenda of collaboration and
would like to thank our colleagues in Fire and Rescue, Police, and the Newcastle Institute
of Ageing for their kind assistance in securing venues for the four events outside London.
The venues were:


Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service Training Centre, Manchester;



Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service Headquarters, Exeter;



De Vere West One Conference Centre, London;



Staffordshire Police HQ, Stafford; and



Great North Museum: Hancock, Newcastle

Newcastle Institute of Ageing – Joint Hosting of the Newcastle Event
The Newcastle Institute of Ageing offered to co-host the final event in Newcastle and led
on the organisation of the venue and facilities. The Institute used their expertise to secure
local experts for the keynote speakers and attendees who were able to demonstrate and
discuss the future of the ageing population and the work of research in improving care for
older people.

Attendee Analysis
We invited professionals who were able to highlight and discuss the big issues locally, but
who could also enable or push for change following their attendance.
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Breakdown of Attendees - Nationwide
3%
3%
3%

Local Authority

7%

Voluntary Sector
Police Services

3%
37%

Health

5%

Fire Services
Academics

8%

Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)
National Trading Standards

18%

OPCC

13%

Private Sector

(Clockwise from top)

The majority of the attendees at the seminars were from local authorities, with the majority
in local Trading Standards. The second biggest cohort was police services with the
majority from community policing, and the third largest cohort in four of the five seminars
(excluding Exeter) was the voluntary sector. Exeter’s third largest cohort was from the
health sector. Academic and National Trading Standards representatives also attended as
speakers to share insights and research from their organisations.

Local Authority
Voluntary Sector
Police Services
Health
Fire Services
Academics
Other (HMICFRS,
Church, etc.)
National Trading
Standards
OPCC

Private Sector
Total

Manchester Exeter
London
Stafford Newcastle Total
16
11
14
16
23
80
7
1
11
2
7
28
10
6
7
9
6
38
2
3
2
1
9
17
3
4
2
1
0
10
1
1
2
0
2
6
2

0

2

0

3

7

1
1
0
43

1
2
0
29

3
5
4
52

1
2
1
33

1
4
2
57

7
14
7
214
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The Big Issues
The ‘big issues’ exercise gave attendees the opportunity to highlight key pressures on
older people, drawing on their own experience. During all five events attendees were
asked to identify the big issues which could be solved through collaboration between
partners, attendees then identified which they saw as the most important.

Key Findings - The National ‘Big Issues’
Following the completion of the five seminars the data was collated and amalgamated to
establish what professionals working with older people assessed to be the ‘big issues’
across England. Attendees consistently voted the following issues as being most
important:
 loneliness and isolation;


local service resourcing;



access or knowledge by professionals;



health.

The National Big Issues
Government: Legislation

31

Loneliness/ Isolation

483

Service knowledge

144

Financial Crime

140

Health

335

Poverty/ Lack of funds

71

Familial issues

38

Community

99

Personal Characteristics

179

Lack of Service Resource/ Access to support

465

Abuse

92
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

(Votes from all five seminars)

There was broad consistency between the regions on the key issues, however in Stafford
the issue of loneliness and isolation was deemed ‘too big to resolve’ by attendees, and
instead attendees voted to focus on other issues, such as access to services, community
awareness and abuse.
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Loneliness and Isolation
Loneliness and isolation was clearly the most highlighted issue across all the events,
however as discussed, it was agreed that it was resulting from other issues; such as
health, abuse, personal characteristics, crime, etc.
Lack of service resource/ Access to support
The second biggest issue raised at all five seminars concerned the lack of service
resources and access to support.


It was agreed by all groups that a reduction in funding was a driving force behind a
reduction in services.



Some felt there was a loss in workforce expertise and a narrowing in access to
social care resulting in a refusal of all services to assist.



Some felt that the social work profession was undervalued by wider organisations
and that there was a lack of effective sharing of information and data between
agencies to ensure that all professionals had full details of risk to potential victims
or older people.



There were different priorities across agencies: some did not currently have
sufficient capacity to adopt a more collaborative crime prevention approach due to
reduction in professional capacity.



It was highlighted that the provision of Adult Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hubs
(MASHs) were dependent on local authorities and resulted in inconsistency
between regions.

Health
Although not within the top three issues across the region, health was raised as a ‘big
issue’ at all events and incorporated in discussions on improvement plans. Health
concerns which attendees believed affected vulnerability were:


Physical – including disability and mobility issues, poor wellbeing, substance abuse
and undiagnosed health conditions;



Mental – including cognitive issues and learning difficulties, dementia, depression,
and confusion.
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Personal Characteristics
The groups identified some personal characteristics of older people which were felt to
increase vulnerability to crime:


Culture and attitudes – e.g. independence, pride, embarrassment, denial and a
generational attitude of ‘not wanting to make a fuss’. In addition to this, the lack of
challenge, trust and fear of retribution were raised by professionals as contributing
factors to an older person’s susceptibility to crime;



Bereavement, neglect or other major life changes;



Lack of IT skills and knowledge of the modern world including how to spot or
recognise types of crime. This linked with the concept of trust;



Language barriers and the idea that older people are able to become invisible if not
registered on local systems; and finally,



Inability or reluctance to report crime as a result of one or more of the above.

Service Knowledge
Linked with lack of service resource and access, many felt that knowledge by
professionals on what other services were available and what they could offer was
highlighted as the main issue. This linked in to the reduction of resource and time to
scope out services, technology constraints, and a lack of training and education.
Attendees highlighted that this commonly resulted in services working in isolation and
duplication of work.
Financial crime
Many, including speakers at the event, stressed the impact of financial crime on the older
population and personal characteristics making them more susceptible and a ‘soft target’
to financial crime. In addition, many felt that scammers were becoming more
sophisticated, and telephone and online scams becoming more prevalent, along with
‘romance fraud’. Further to this, doorstep crime involving bogus traders and muggings
continued to be a problem.
Community
The reduction of community services and a reduction of neighbourhood spirit were raised
as key contributors to loneliness and isolation. Factors discussed included the closure of
post offices, libraries, and other community resources; a ‘breakdown’ of communities and
their changing nature, including an increase in neighbour disputes, and the impact of
house location and the transport links available.
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Abuse
Although abuse as a concept was discussed at all five seminars, the breakdown in types
of abuse differed between regions. The northern regions highlighted concerns on modern
slavery and deprivation of liberty alongside grooming, dating, ‘cuckooing’ (exploitation of
vulnerable adults by gangs to provide a base for criminal activity), or abuse by those
purporting to befriend the victim. Other regions were more centred on domestic abuse and
familial abuse, professional and institutional abuse, and financial abuse. Sexual abuse was
raised as an independent subject by attendees in Exeter.
Poverty/ Lack of Funds
The available wealth of the older population was argued to be a main contributing factor to
why older people are victims of financial abuse, whether that be from bogus traders,
friends or family. In addition, the lack of funding or financial wealth to pay for care also
resulted in higher risk to older people.
Familial issues
Increased dependency on, and breakdown of families were raised as issues affecting older
peoples’ susceptibility to crime, including intergenerational conflict and the impact of abuse
by a member of the older person’s family with addiction issues. These issues were
highlighted by speakers who discussed the impact of changing family dynamics and love
or loyalty for the perpetrator. Bereavement was also raised as a key issue resulting in
loneliness and isolation.
Government legislation/ policy
Some argued that central Government did not prioritise care and support of older people
compared to vulnerable young people resulting in a lack of local provision to meet need.
There were also concerns raised by some on the impact of the Care Act and its
effectiveness due to it not being prosecutable, highlighting the issues of non-registered
carers and the risk they may pose to older, more vulnerable, individuals.
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Key Findings - The Regional ‘Big Issues’
Manchester – top three issues:
1. Loneliness and isolation
2. Service resource / Service knowledge
3. Health
(Due to the clear links between access to service resource and the knowledge of services,
the decision was made to link these two for the purpose of the action plan on the day)
Exeter – top three issues:
1. Loneliness and isolation
2. Health
3. Service knowledge
London – top three issues:
1. Loneliness and isolation
2. Health
3. Service knowledge
Stafford – top three issues:
1. Access to Resources
2. Community
3. Abuse
Newcastle – top three issues:
1. Loneliness and isolation
2. Service resource
3. Characteristics of older people
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Outcomes
The aim of the seminars was for professionals to have a greater understanding of the
challenges faced by vulnerable older people that could help identify those at risk of abuse
or exploitation and improve the responses of local services. Additional benefits included
better coordination of local responses and better health and social care outcomes for older
people. We asked delegates to work together to consider the highest priority issues facing
older people (as identified in the previous exercise); to consider what activity was already
underway, what was missing, what could be done to push the work forward and who would
be best placed to do so. The action plans for each event can be found in annexes A to E.

Action topics raised by attendees
1. Clear Governance
The most common gap highlighted by attendees was the lack of governance between the
multiple agencies working on protect and prevent activity. The main points discussed
related to training and collaboration across multi-agency staff, and funding and regulation.
Many found that different priorities and aims of organisations and a lack of overall coordinating body hindered a cohesive approach leading to duplication. Key points from
discussion were:


Agency collaboration - many highlighted the lack of a strategic vision and a desire
for a shared understanding of local performance indicators across agencies,
suggesting that a single authority should clarify responsibilities across agencies.
Some felt the health sector was the hardest to involve in care provision and crime
prevention for older people, especially in relation to care and risk assessment
following discharge from hospital. Many discussed the provision of Adult MultiAgency Safeguarding Hubs (MASH) being inconsistent, but that a single point of
contact co-located with other services was seen as an effective measure in
ensuring that the governance and provision of care was effective. Many highlighted
the possibility of integrated commissioning boards.



Training - Many felt that changes to policies and legislation posed a problem for
frontline professionals. Training on the risks and care of older people would be
beneficial as it was a challenge to find the time to learn and understand new
processes against a background of limited time and resource. Training, or a similar
event to the Home Office-hosted seminars, would assist in bringing people together
to share best practice and discuss actions to take forward. Professionals also
highlighted that they would welcome ‘bite sized’ guidance.



Funding - many attendees highlighted that funding was a continuing issue for
frontline teams and was usually intermittent and only forecasted annually,
14
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preventing professionals from budgeting for response, projects and initiatives. In
Exeter attendees discussed the need for central government funding for services
providing support to domestic and sexual violence victims. Many felt that a clear
governance structure for the provision of finance would benefit this area.


Regulation - some highlighted that the lack of scrutiny and review in driving service
meant that agencies were not dedicating sufficient importance and resource to the
prevent and protect strands and were, in an environment burdened by a lack of
resource and funding, acting through ‘quick-wins’ instead of investing in good multiagency practice. This need was especially highlighted for community and
volunteering groups to ensure there was not an increase of risk following their
involvement.

2. Information sharing
Although not raised as the biggest issue, the most discussed issue was that of data and
information sharing. Many felt that a lack of knowledge and understanding of the legal and
policy framework led to blockages in information flows. Key points from discussion were:


Each agency had their own database to store information and actions conducted by
professionals. However, this data was not, unless the individual was recognised as
‘high risk’, shared across agencies. This could cause problems where a number of
agencies had identified risks that were not of themselves significant enough to meet
the threshold of care, but where sharing of data would result in a cumulative need
for care. Attendees from all seminars advocated a single system whereby the
details of support services and other information would be available and accessible
to both professionals and the public.



One group discussed the potential abuse of data and the risk to older people if their
private data was hacked.



Information sharing was reduced due to poor understanding of risk, both locally and
nationally. Attendees supported increased investment in evidence and data on the
risk of crime to older people in order to justify need and hence change.



Examples of good practice put forward by some attendees included where agencies
had worked together to create a bespoke service detailing relevant information on
older people who may be at risk of crime without including personal information
such as health issues or police background.

3. Campaigns to raise awareness and ‘normalise’ abuse
Many felt that abuse and exploitation of older people had a low profile, with a lack of
national campaigns and press interest:
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Older people were not seen as a local government priority, especially with regards
to highlighting their ranking in the community in comparison to younger people.
Ministers could play a key role in driving change in this area.



Some groups discussed the option of marketing and for local authorities to provide
letters or leaflets explaining risk and local support networks to go alongside GP or
pension letters.



In Exeter, Stafford and Newcastle, attendees discussed the option of a TV drama or
soap including a storyline highlighting the issue of loneliness and isolation of older
people.



Police and Crime Commissioners could play a role in disseminating messaging on
scams and abuse for both older people and frontline workers.

4. Community initiatives
Community groups and resources were described at all five events as key elements in the
support of older people:


The reduction in community Neighbourhood Watch groups would have a negative
impact. These were effective in joining up agencies, volunteers and the public to
protect older people.



Local banks could play an important role in referring older people at risk of financial
crime or abuse to police and local authority support providers. It was found that
although some banks report suspicious activity to the police, there was no such
procedure where the cumulative impact of low-level activity over a long period of
time was assessed and triggered thresholds.



Local service providers such as hairdressers or supermarket cashiers were privy to
more information about the risks to older people with whom they interact, as
opposed to a social worker or GP where the older person may hold back
information through risk of embarrassment. Attendees discussed the potential for
community projects involving these types of individuals, or providing ways for them
to report concerns.



Local housing groups and retirement homes, both private and local authority, are
well placed to increase awareness of financial scams or doorstep crime amongst
their residents

16
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Biggest contributors to change:


Local authorities; safeguarding adults boards, social services, trading standards,
commissioning boards



Community safety partnerships; neighbourhood watch, police, local authority



Statutory services; fire, health and police



Local and National Government, including local MPs and the Police and Crime
Commissioners



Voluntary organisations; faith networks, Age UK and other local branches



Private organisations; banks, housing providers, care providers, shops, data
companies



General public; volunteers, young people



Academics



Press

Individual Pledges
At the end of the event attendees were asked to
complete individual pledge cards following the
learning and discussions from the day.
Over 70% of attendees (151) filled in pledge
cards as a promise to take work forward. Of
those, 30%, 43 individuals responded with early
details of their progress (breakdown below). Of
the 43 responses, 84% informed that their action
was going well or was successful. Some
examples of success, broken into organisation
type, are below:

Local Authority

Total
Responses
15

Voluntary Sector
Police Services
Health
Fire Services
Academics
National Trading
Standards
OPCC

Private Sector
Total

10
7
2
2
1
2
4
0
43

Local Authorities


Durham
o Pledge: Set up internal procedures to standardise witness care.
o Action: The Special Investigations Team of the Trading Standards Service
now has policies and procedures for dealing with victims and witnesses
17
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generally, and a formalised process for vulnerable and intimidated witnesses.
The relevant parts of the ‘Code of Practice for Victims of Crime’ have also
been adopted.


Newcastle
o Pledge: Set up new cold calling zones (NCCZ).
o Action: Currently there are two consultations with residents for two new
zones and there are hopes to implement these zones by 16 April 2018.
These proposals will add 539 to our current total of 41,552 over 65 NCCZ’s.



East Sussex
o Pledge: Contact voluntary groups to organise an awareness raising meeting.
o Action: A meeting/presentation was held on 13 March for a community
group, ‘New Hope and Friendship Group’, where the Friends Against Scams
presentation was given and well received. Approximately 25 people
attended, most of whom were over 65.



Plymouth
o Pledge: Contact Plymouth Safeguarding Team to set up a meeting to explore
closer multi-agency working links.
o Action: The whole team have attended Adult Safeguarding training relevant
to remit and a single point of contact on issues regarding older people has
now been introduced within Devon and Cornwall Police.

Voluntary Sector


Greater Manchester Neighbourhood Watch (NHW)
o Pledge: Contact NHW members to set up a knowledge network.
o Action: The issues on protecting the elderly from crime have been
highlighted amongst NHW members and a Neighbourhood Watch
conference for the whole of Greater Manchester is to be organised for July.



SafeLives & Age UK London
o Pledge: Contact Katie Harber, Metropolitan Police to set up a meeting about
abuse of older people and how to raise awareness
o Action: Both now sit on the Working Group on the Elder Abuse Campaign.

Police


Midlands Police
o Pledge: Consider setting up Adult MASH teams.
o Action: Meetings with external partners have been held concentrating on
working together to improve working practices between services.
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Humberside Police
o Pledge: Contact National Trading Standards to set up ‘Scambassadors’.
o Action: Raised awareness with the local authority lead for Community Safety
and Resilience, they have since cascaded information about the scheme,
and information on the scheme has gone out on the Humberside Police
Community Messaging service. The PCC was already registered as a
Scambassador and they are progressing to ensure the whole OPCC office
will be trained.

Fire


Nottinghamshire FRS
o Pledge: Introducing a process for sharing information with partners.
o Action: A grey area had existed for years as to what information could be
shared. This uncertainty has now been removed and some clear guidelines
around what can be shared have been set, including measures to ensure
only relevant information would be shared. This has resulted in a successful
case being processed in relation to an individual who was vulnerable, but
also poses a risk to others.

National Trading Standards
o Pledge: Work with Greater Manchester Police on a fraud based pilot.
o Action: Discussions with GMP Economic Crime Unit on piloting a multiagency approach have begun. The approach will include looking at a more
consistent model for providing support to victims in particular those who are
vulnerable or seen as susceptible to fraud.
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Issues holding back progress:


Lack of admin/ office support for organisations to be able to plan and coordinate
meetings and events.



Lack of funding and investment in projects or areas, including changes to
governance.



Inability to share data or access external partners’ IT systems, and training to do so,
i.e. West Midlands Police has informed that although discussions on setting up
Adult MASHs are going well, more work will be required, especially in relation to IT
issues and connectivity to external partners’ computer systems.



Disbanding of relevant operations:
o Disbanding of Operation Strongbow (targeting crime against the elderly) by
Cleveland Police;
o Disbanding of the Police Watch Liaison role which held the primary link
between the police, Neighbourhood Watch and communities.



Inability to find appropriate contact points with other relevant organisations.

20
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Looking forward
These seminars have gathered information from professionals on the ‘big issues’ across
the nation for older people and their susceptibility to crime. The seminars were delivered
by the Home Office for local and regional professionals; however we have identified a
number of areas where central government can take a role in supporting the regions and
local networks. We promised to complete this report for all the attendees on results and
findings from all five seminars to demonstrate the regional and national ‘big issues’,
similarities, and share what other cohorts came up with in terms of improvements and
action plans. This will also help inform attendees of other ideas and allow for further
networking across the regions through the provision of a comprehensive attendee list
including organisation aims and initiatives. In addition to disseminating this report, we will
take the following action:


Six Month Review

We will conduct a six-month review in autumn 2018 of the progress the attendees have
made on their individual pledges. This will assess improvement and also signpost to
further support when required. In addition, we are supporting attendees in carrying out
their pledges in a variety of ways, such as providing introductions between organisations,
and sharing links to various documents and evidence.


Cross-Government Response

We are have presented the findings from the seminars to a Home Office led Advisory
Group which includes high-level attendees from various other Government departments
and statutory, voluntary and private organisations. The attendees agreed to review and
look at ways to address the issues highlighted and to support sustainable collaboration.


Shared Learning

We are sharing the results and successes of the seminars with colleagues across the
Home Office to highlight lessons learned, benefits, and work going forward.


Repetition

The successful completion of the five seminars evidenced the ability for the Home Office to
bring together and not dictate action but empower people to make connections and seek
solutions to make a change for not only their communities, but wider through the use of
sharing best practice. The Home Office Strategy Directorate has plans to host and
facilitate more collaborative events like these, where key stakeholders are given the space
and time to come up with their own solutions.
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Annex A: Manchester Data
Manchester Breakdown of Attendees
2%
3%

2% 0%
Local Authority

5%

Voluntary Sector
Police Services

7%
37%

Health

5%

Fire Services
Academics
Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)

23%

National Trading Standards
OPCC

16%

Private Sector

(Clockwise from top)

Manchester's Big Issues
Abuse
Institution abuse
Scam/Fraud
Community
Family Relationships
Health
Characteristics
Service Knowledge
Organisational Issues (Resources)
Self-awareness
Poverty
Loneliness and Isolation

4
0
2
1
0
8
4
9
12
0
0
12
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

(3 votes per group)
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Manchester’s Action Plan:

Area

Topic

Group

What's already on offer?

Manchester

Access to
Public
Services

Health

2

Safe & Well visits
Get Safe Online
Referrals and Signposting
24 hour LA service

One front door' approach
'Tell us once'
Better Partnerships
Central governance direction
Sharing best practice platforms

3

Awareness of gaps
Befriending Services
Directory of Services
Citizens Advice
Police Surgeries

3

How can we take this forward?

Local targeting to offer support
agency to agency
Facilitating referrals
Victim Services Hub collocated with other
services
Agency of Elderly
Better communication of what is available
Advocacy model
Pull recourses to create sustainable
referrals
Single point of contact
Data Sharing

1

Isolation

What's missing?

Publicity

Who can help?
Community Safety
Partnership
Service Commissioners
Senior Citizen Action
Networks
Neighbourhood Watch
Community Safety
Partnership
3rd Sector
Statutory Agencies
Citizens Advice Bureau
Network Coordinator

Principles/ Tool Kit
Common narrative
Test a local proposition for a one data
approach
Indentify duplications

Task and Finish Group:
Academics, IMG, Third
Sector, NPCC, Local
practitioners and Users.

Support with deploying volunteers
Using established volunteer networks
Scoping exercises
Ability to share information
Research map and learning from
experiences

National directory of who's doing what
successfully
Including Older people in conversations

Public Health departments
Local Authorities
College of Policing
Research map
Home Office
HMCLG

Fragmented services
Lack of communication
Lack of information sharing
Lack of awareness

Fully multi-agency approach.

Organisations and
individuals sharing info
Health services
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Annex B: Exeter Data
Exeter Breakdown of Attendees
0%
3%

0%

3%

Local Authority

7%

Voluntary Sector
Police Services

38%
14%

Health
Fire Services

Academics
Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)

10%

National Trading Standards
OPCC

21%

Private Sector

4%

(Clockwise from top)

Exeter's Big Issues
Scam/Fraud

0

Poverty

1

Organisational Issues (Resources)

0

Abuse

1

Community

2

Characteristics

0

Health

15

Service Knowledge

10

Loneliness and Isolation

16
0

5

10
(3 votes per group)
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Exeter’s Action Plan:
Area

Topic

Isolation

Group

What's already on offer?

What's missing?

How can we take this forward?

Who can help?

1

Triggers Process
Victim Care Team
Central Safeguarding Team (Police)
Community resilience
Social Prescribing
Fire Safety Checks and signposting
Police and FRS links

Understanding changing communities
Rural Connectivity/ transport
FRS Living Safe and Well
Living Well Scheme
Procurement rules to change to support
local commissioning
Awareness of spectrum of need

Data Sharing
Shared commissioning
Shared understanding of performance
indicators
Shared ownership of budget
Long-term consistent funding
Bitesize updates on new data regulations for
workers

All organisations.

SARC: Devon & Dorset Rape Crisis
MARAC: Section 42 of the Care Act to
commission services
Level of NICE guidance available
Specialist police officers
Fire Service Visits
Senior Citizen Liaison Team

Central government funding for sexual and
domestic violence abuse
Strategic Vision
Educating Care workers
Coordination of funding
Continuity of health workers (sharing
information)
Clear governance strategy for this agenda
Awareness by ALL frontline workers in
communities

Central government collaboration on funding
services
'Normalising' abuse
National campaigns, e.g. Via SAGA
magazine
Connecting with Older people
Engage with organisations that help
vulnerable adults

All organisations!
Private bodies such as gas
suppliers
Faith networks in
communities
Employers
Statutory Services: Police/
Fire/ Health
Women's' Institute
Neighbourhood Watch
Crimestoppers

Create a system where all help is in one
place

Regional Older peoples'
Commissioner
Government - one central
point
Local MPs
National Police Chief
Councils and PCCs

Information sharing
Joint network with information access

Community safety teams
(Local Authority)
Outreach workers: fire
officers, postal workers
Banks - greater duty to
help/ protect victims

Exeter

2
Domestic,
family,
sexual
abuse

Financial
Abuse/
Fraud

3

Statutory and non-Statutory support
agencies

Stigma/ reluctance against scams
Getting victims to the access they need for
information

3

Lots on offer but no central point for
information
Financial Advice Services (Citizen's
Advice)
Help on the Internet
Adult MASH
Third Sector/ Voluntary Organisations

Understanding and knowledge of what to
do
Processes to stop underreporting
Attitudes recognising that it is crime
Oversight - local to national data sharing
Fraud investigating bodies
Victims Services
Information on peer networks/ services
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Annex C: London Data
London Breakdown of Attendees
Local Authority

8%

Voluntary Sector

9%

27%

Police Services
Health

6%

Fire Services

4%
4%

Academics
Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)

4%
4%

National Trading Standards

21%

OPCC

13%

Private Sector

(Clockwise from top)

London's Big Issues
Cultural/ literacy
Familial/ carer issues
Financial crime
Community
Government
Poverty

13
25
50
9
6
1
91

Abuse
Recourses
Characteristics
Health
Service Knowledge
Loneliness/ Isolation

44
50
39

186
126
202
0

50

100

150

200

250

(15 votes per attendee)
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London’s Action Plan:
Area

Topic

Lack of
knowledge/
access to
services

What's already on offer?

What's missing?

How can we take this
forward?

Who can help?

1

Comprehensive list of services with
contact details in some areas
information online
'Men Sheds'

Universal access to online systems
Using other information and data analysis
Use of Neighbourhood watch for
befriending
Multi-agency understanding of other
agencies
Adult MASH
Voices of Older people
Knowing of services and access pathway
Services taking ownership
Robust communication links
One front door
Professional curiosity

Make it everyone's business
Care Place (online directory) open to all
users
Integrated commissioning boards
Information sharing on discharge from
hospital
Regulatory groups

Safeguarding Adults
Boards
Voluntary sector
Data bodies
Local Authorities
Integrated commissioning
boards
Health Care providers

2

Redbridge Families Information Direct
Redbridge Elderly persons contact
pack
Postal Service pilot (following Jersey)
Lambeth Disability Advice Service
Neighbourhood Watch
Trading Standards Alert
Community Police
Citizens Advice Bureau
Local Residents Association
Dementia and Local Advice Cafes
Brighton & Sussex information
prescriptions
Permissions-based record sharing

Physical Service
Face-to-face support
Collective working
Local holistic gateways
Transport for the isolated and disabled
Resources

Awareness Campaigns (through Local
Authority or Police)
Guidance around GDPR/ Data sharing
National online forum
Commissioning to provide information
Local notice boards
Staff training
Safeguarding Awareness Programmes
(Local and National)
Embed Bournemouth Safeguarding
Competencies
Having defined outcomes
Regulation
Befriending/ Buddying systems

Transport providers
Community 'spaces' - Local
Authority
Housing Schemes
Police
Public
GP Surgeries
Shops and Supermarkets
3rd Sector Volunteers
National Voluntary Bodies
Central Government
Older people

Empowering Older people
Empowering professionals
Identifying vulnerable through risk
assessments/data
Junk mail regulation
Older peoples’ Commissioner
Funding

Awareness through letters with GP
appointments/ pensions
Adult MASH in all areas
Political leadership (IMG?)
Education: Changing attitudes
Conversations with public health bodies
Social prescribing
Sharing information

Community wardens
Police
OPCCs
Local adult safeguarding
boards
Minister for loneliness
Statutory Services
Media
Community/ Faith Groups
Pharmacists
Home help carers

Group

London

Mental/
physical
health
Lack of
knowledge/
access to
services

Isolation

Lack of
knowledge/
access to
services
3

Befriending Services (in
person/phone/online)
Community navigations
EARS
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4
Isolation

5

The Solent tea clubs
identification and plugging to services
Communication

Age UK Community Network
(information)
Talks to /Social Groups
Volunteers
Friend against scams messages
Volunteer online information/
Community safety WebPages ('EWatch' in Kent)
Referrals from Fire, SS, etc for home
visits

Highlighting of positional issues in the
community

Technology help
Willing Volunteers
Community 'one stop' calling shops
Young/Old groups (buddying)
'Cream tea' events raising awareness and
social
Expansion of voluntary scheme (SCLG)
Registrars giving information to recently
bereaved

Copy the 'Bristol initiative'
Fake profile spotting
Breaking the stereotype of the victim
Awareness in community
Drama/ Soap story lines including Older
people
Effective briefing for local MPs on the issues
A unified voice

National doorstep crime
report
The 'underwear' project
(data)
Data companies
Public
Media
Local Authority

a 'directory of services'
Cafes in supermarkets
Banks being more social
Local community initiatives

Local authority
Supermarkets
Banks
Taxi Drivers
Hairdressers
The general public
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Annex D: Stafford Data
Stafford Breakdown of Attendees
0%

3%

0%
3%
3%

3%
Local Authority

6%

Voluntary Sector
Police Services
Health

49%

Fire Services
Academics
Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)

27%

National Trading Standards
OPCC

6%

Private Sector

(Clockwise from top)

Stafford's Big Issues
Financial crime

9

Characteristics

24

Poverty

12

Health

34

Community

52

Hidden crimes

10

Legislation

21

Access to support/ Lack of training and Resource

199

Abuse

38

Isolation and Loneliness

31

0

50

100

150

200

250

(12 votes per attendee)
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Stafford’s Action Plan:
Topic

Lack of
Training/
Understanding
of Risk by
Professionals

Insufficient
inter-agency
working

Group

What's already on offer?

What's missing?

How can we take this
forward?

Who can help?

1

Trading Standards training for
professionals

Training for 101 call centres on fraud/
financial crime

Create and conduct professional 1/2 day
training courses
Support from organisation to help drive
forward

OPCCs - recognition and
driving forward the issue
Trading Standards and
awareness across region
Central England Trading
Standards Authorities
Trading Standards East
Midlands

2

Training of police recruits on doorstep
crime/ scams by Trading Standards
Safeguarding Board Training
available to partners

Knowledge on types of crime
Multi-agency training
Recognition of the issue
Consistent message from agencies
Intervention/ prevention

Mapping of what intervention/ prevention
measures exist
Understanding of what charities offer
Build local links
Publicise
Invite service providers to meetings

Neighbourhood Police
Volunteers
Trading Standards
Local Council
MPs

3

Mash
Signposting Referrals
First Contact
Mini MASH/ Huddle
Vulnerability Hub
MAPPA/MAPAC
Coordination of voluntary sector

Autonomy/freedom of social workers to
work with the community
Not spotting risk early enough
Safeguarding not owned long term
Prevent work more priority
Capability and capacity to respond (based
on imperfect information on the phone)
Role and remit of other agencies
Ability of others to see data

Social services giving confidence to do it
Leaders sharing examples of what works
Encourage use of professional judgement
Leaders understanding the frontline
Government need to understand the
demand
Sharing knowledge of what works
Early intervention
Funding arrangements more secure

Local authority
Central Government

4

MASH: mental health assessments,
intervention with medical teams and
signposting for onward referrals for
support
Linked up Safeguarding databases

Central ownership
Resource - no capacity for physical police
present at MASHs
Identifying of isolated and loneliness
victims
Outside agencies are not accessible
Data sharing agreements on safeguarding

All agency buy-in
A regional/ national decision on who should
be leading on the work
National input (government) to push
forward
Greater confidence and assurance in local
MASH teams

Knowledge Hub information source
PCC: guidance on what is
expected at a MASH
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Isolation/
Loneliness

5

Staffs Adult MASH
Safeguarding Adults Board (all areas)

Culture and knowledge of staff
National model
Clear roles and responsibilities
Better intelligence
Partnership agreements
Better information sharing

6

Vulnerability Hubs
Local Groups
'Safe Places'
Age Friendly Notts
Silverline
Hub Based Approach (with referrals)
Vulnerability Days (training)

Transport in rural areas
First contact
Awareness raising and what is available
Community Spirit
Statutory legislation

Make awareness mainstream
Build MASH nationwide - consistency
Talk to each other more
Demonstrate good practise

OGDs
NPCC
LAs
PCCs
Safeguarding Boards
MPs

Continue to push for ring fenced funding
Work with public health

Funding streams
LA Councillors
Local Groups
Intergenerational Work
Age UK
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Annex E: Newcastle Data
Newcastle Breakdown of Attendees
2%
3%

7%

4%

Local Authority
Voluntary Sector

5%

Police Services
Health

40%

0%

Fire Services
Academics

16%

Other (HMICFRS, Church, etc.)
National Trading Standards
OPCC

11%

12%

Private Sector

(Clockwise from top)

Newcastle's Big Issues
Politics
Poverty
Abuse
Community
Crime

4
57
5
35

69
7

Access to services/ Resourses
Health
Dependency on others
Characteristics
Isolation and Loneliness

204
92

13
99
222
0

50

100

150

200

250

(18 votes per attendee)
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Newcastle’s Action Plan:
Area

Topic

Newcastle

Isolation/
Loneliness

Group

What's already on offer?

What's missing?

How can we take this
forward?

Who can help?

1

Day Centres/ Community Centres
Befrienders/ Caring hands/ Peer
groups
Park Lives

Linking people to services: Knowledge and
motivation
Universal digital access to solutions
Social aspects/ sense of community

Village agent scheme
Sharing best practice of community
involvement
Digital education

All present organisations
Advertising for Charities
Public Health England

2

Befriending service
Community groups
Church groups
Time banking
N.U. Voice
Social Prescribing
Lunch Clubs

Mechanisms to empower individuals
Directory of services
Identifying users and needs
Continuing social activities
Public transport
Volunteers and commitment to interact

N.U. Institute of health and society to
engage services

Local authorities
GPs
Pharmacists
Age UK and Academics for
research
Church for community links
N.U. Networks in voluntary
sectors

3

Men in sheds' (Charity)
Fire and Rescue Safe and Well checks
Age UK - Call in time
Friendship @ Home (carers)

Men’s friendship groups
Communication to meet Older people’s
needs
Time for home workers/ carers

Linking bereavement services with carers
Bringing back neighbourhood watch
Reality check: have central government
officials to do job swaps onto the frontline

Local authorities
Neighbourhood Watch
(National)
Central Government
Carers associations

1

Advocacy services
Help lines
Living Well - identify people at risk

Follow up on referrals
Capacity
Crisis teams

More funding for services
Community hubs
Clearer signposting

Social Services - to set up
Hubs
Private Sector companies
(supermarkets)

2

Social prescribing (in some areas)

Targeted public service adverts/
announcements

Magazines to share information of risks and
signs
Warnings on prescriptions for Older people

NHS
Pharmacists
Local Authorities
Police

3

Adult Social Care
Referral pathways and Single front
doors
Citizens' Advice Centres/ Dementia
Centres
Alzheimer's Society
Age UK and Volunteers

Resourcing/ funding
IT systems don't link up
Data sharing
Better understanding for Capacity Act

Being more open for a patients best interest
Tracking data access
Make data rules easy to read and follow
Creating joint guidelines
Training
Clarifying responsibilities
Accessing local business social/ away days
Central due diligence on agencies and
partners

Professionals working
together
Joint Fraud Taskforce Information Sharing
Central Government
Local Government

Health
(Physical/
Mental)
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Health
(Physical/
Mental)

Health and Wellbeing assessments
Safe and Well Checks (Fire)
Community nurses and GPs
Banks - banking protocol
Uniformed services
Safe spaces
Herbert Protocol

Stigmatisation around mental health
Resourcing
Assumptions on Older people
Flow of care from hospital to discharge and
suitable
assessments
Hospital Care liaison officers
Sexual health education for Older people

Structures discussions
Central government push
Communication between agencies: police
and health
Lifestyle projects - Community groups
Long term funding
Highlighting best practice
Accountability

Police
Communities and
Neighbours
Fire Service
Local Authority

1

Law enforcement agencies
Credit Unions (Financial inclusion
group)
Citizens Advice Bureau
Bank Scam initiatives

Sharing information/ data barriers
Reinforcing of scam messages (education)
System/ Registration for traders

Tool kit/ Champions
Pilot a taskforce approach
Community hubs

Collaborative working in
local authorities
Private companies taking
more responsibility
Social workers doing
benefits assessments

2

PCC funded financial exploitation
officer

Continued funding
Roll out of the financial exploitation officer

Work with PCCs office

OPCCs

1

Carers services
Collaborative working in law
enforcement
Multi-agency safeguarding Hubs

large companies taking responsibilities
Community facilities
Not enough focus on prevention

More funding
well managed community work
Information sharing
Collaborative working with private
companies

Private organisations
Local authorities

2

Social prescribing
'MY Durham'
'Message in a bottle'

Signposting
National media campaigns
Minister for Older people
One common language (language barriers)
Accountable body
Communication
Clarity of responsibility
Research

Training to frontline staff on health and
wellbeing
Increase in awareness of scams though
agencies

Everybody has a duty
Age UK
Tech Companies
Mini Police
Young People

3

MASH (although varied nationally)
Local community groups
Quality of life partnerships/ Elders
Council
Befriending services
'Informationnow.org.uk' online
signposting

Funding of day care services (lunch clubs)
reduced library opening hours/ closures
Community services
Volunteers
Accessible signposting to services (offline
and online)

Article in magazines for Older people
Half-day events or forums to bring people
together
Council housing promoting scams initiatives
Councillors becoming Scambassadors
Getting the PCCs office to push peer
initiatives

Older people: to run peer
services and to be
empowered with active
support from local
authorities and police
Council/ Social housing
groups

4

Financial
(Crime and
Poverty)

Services
related:
lack of
knowledge/
reducing
services
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Annex F: Example Agenda

Protecting Older people from the Effects of Crime
AGENDA
9.30am – 10am

Registration, coffee and networking
 Sign in at venue reception desk*

10am – 10.15am

Welcome, introductions, purpose of the event, and
domestics, including Home Secretary welcome video

10.15am – 11am

Table introductions
Mapping the local landscape

The aim of this session is to expand knowledge and awareness of local projects, activities
and initiatives which are being undertaken in the region. Delegates will be asked to
complete a profile describing their work and interests creating opportunities to network and
share best practice throughout the event.
11am – 11.30am

Keynote speaker, followed by Q&A

A keynote speaker will discuss the real world impact of crimes affecting Older people.

11.30am – 11.45am

REFRESHMENT BREAK

11.45am – 12.45pm

Group activity
Identifying and prioritising the big issues locally

The aim of this session is to discuss and recognise some of the top regional issues in
preparation for the afternoon session. Delegates will be asked to have open discussions
on tables to increase awareness, identify issues and discuss current initiatives.
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12.45pm – 1.30pm

LUNCH

1.30pm – 1.45pm

Welcome back, recap and energiser

1.45pm – 2.30pm

Guest speakers, followed by Q&A panel

A panel of professionals from a range of backgrounds will talk about their experience and
share best practice followed by a question and answer panel.

2.30pm – 3.45pm

Group work (including working tea break)
Solving the local big issues through collaboration

Following the earlier identification session, delegates will have the opportunity to discuss
and network with peers to identify what can be done collaboratively in achieving outcomes
to protect and prevent Older people from crime in the local region. Delegates will also have
the opportunity to set up and participate in local working groups to take forward action in
response to the issues in your region.

3.45pm – 4.30pm
closure

Capture of learning, agreement of next steps, and event

Please remember to bring your mobile phone / smartphone with you as you will be
using this at various stages throughout the event.
*Please bring your corporate identity badge, if applicable, to speed up the initial
signing in process.
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Annex G: Feedback


“Thank you for organising the Seminar. I found it a useful event and really
stimulated collective partnership thinking to protect and support elderly people (and
vulnerable in general) from Crime.” - Matt Wright, Engagement Officer (Hull), Office
of the Police & Crime Commissioner.



“It was interesting to learn that there are so many organisations involved in
safeguarding the elderly. Events like this emphasise the fact that there should be
focus groups that are sharing information. I found the event to be very interesting
and it provided the opportunity to discuss with others, from various organisations.” Peter Ridley, Crime Prevention Coordinator, Cleveland Police.



“I found the seminar very interesting and learning about all the support that is
available was amazing to see. It has inspired me to do more research into this area
in the future.” - Jaswinder Mudhar, Research Assistant for University of Warwick/
Southampton Trading Standards, Warwick University.



“I learned a tremendous amount about the myriad of fantastic work currently being
undertaken by so many people throughout the wider community which, in itself was
inspirational and worth the effort to attend. On a personal level, I used the events to
allow me to reflect upon the inherent fragilities and restrictions placed upon the
elder community and the increasing reliance of many agencies and NGO’s upon the
internet to promote their activities and services, to a segment of the population, who
remain largely new to the digital world and it’s ‘treasures’.” - Detective Sergeant
Ashley Jones, Staff Officer to the Police & Crime Commissioner, Avon and
Somerset



“I thought the event was excellent and a really great opportunity to talk to a much
wider range of stakeholders than we usually would. Definitely eye opening! Thanks
very much once again for the invitation!” – Jess Asato, Public Affairs Manager,
SafeLives.



“Well done and thank you for a fantastic event, I appreciate this type of event does
not happen overnight, but you and your team of colleagues did a fantastic job. The
event was professional, friendly, well managed, comfortable and particularly
informative. Please forward my gratitude to all those involved. Well Done.” Angelina Maddison, Weardale Action Partnership



“I found it really interesting seeing what is going on around the country on a local
level as well as being able to discuss the work of the team and Friends Against
Scams to audiences I don’t always get to reach.” - Frances Wilson, National
Trading Standards
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